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This invention relates to inner spring struc 
tures for mattresses, cushions and the like, and 
particularly to those wherein corresponding pairs 
of springs in adjacent longitudinally extending 
rows are held together by transversely extending 
helical springs wound about the end coils of said 
pairs of springs. 

It is customary in making spring assemblies to 
complete the inner spring unit separately and 
then to insert said unit into a padded casing, 
iinally ñnishing and closing the casing to form 
the complete mattress or cushion. Inner spring 
units of the type above described tend to buckle 
when longitudinal pressure is put thereupon as 
during the stage of forcing the unit into the pre 
pared padded casing. The result is that the 
spring unit does not present a smooth surface 
but buckles along the helical springs at various 
places, creating projections and depressions 
which require additional padding to smooth it. 
Furthermore, the longitudinal stresses applied to 
the spring unit when it is pushed into its casing 
tends to shorten the eiîective length of the unit, 
particularly at the middle of its end edge, so 
that the end edge becomes concave and the unit 
does not completely fill the casing as it should. 
Hence, additional padding at the open end of the 
casing becomes necessary. 

lVly invention therefore contemplates the pro 
vision of means, which while permitting ready . 
handling oi the inner spring unit stiliens said 
unit suiîiciently to prevent the buclding or short 
ening thereof during the step of inserting it into 
its casing. 
This invention further contemplates the pro 

vision of bracing wires inserted between the rows 
of springs in the spring unit and shaped to re 
sist the longitudinal bending thereof whereby the 
upper surface of the unit is maintained in its flat 
condition and the formation of the concave end i 
edges on the unit is prevented, the end edge be 
ing maintained in its proper iiat state. 
The various objects of the invention will be 

clear from the description which follows and 
from the drawing, in which, 

Fig. l is a fragmentary top plan view oi an in 
ner spring unit to which my invention has been 
applied. 

Fig. 2 is a longitudinal vertical section of the 
same taken on the line 2_2 oí Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3 is a plan View of one form of the bracing 
wire used between the rows of springs. 

Fig. 4 is a similar View of a modified form of 
the same. 

Fig. 5 is an enlarged fragmentary plan View oí 
the spring structure, similar to Fig. l, showing a 
typical arrangement of the bracing Wires therein. 

Fig. 6 is a similar View of the same, showing a 
modified form of the bracing wire. 

In the practical embodiment of my invention 
which I have shown by way of example, I have 
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applied my improved bracing means to an inner 
spring unit comprising the springs l!) arranged 
in longitudinally'extending spaced rows as I l and 
I 2. The springs IFJ of each row are in closely 
adjacent relation and are of the usual coil spring 
form, each having enlarged end coils as I3 and I4 
and smaller intermediate coils as I5. The cor 
responding adjacent pairs of springs of each row 
are held together by means of the transversely 
extending helical spring I6, wound about the 
uppermost end coils, and a similar spring wound 
about the lowermost end coils. The usual border 
Wire I‘I is held to the »marginal springs by a 
similar helical spring. 

It will be noted that the helical springs I6 
serve to hold corresponding pairs of adjacent 
springs of each row together to permit the hing 
ing movement of one spring of the pair relatively 
to the other. Il longitudinal pressure is ap 
plied to the spring structure, the entire struc 
ture will tend to bend about one of the helical 
springs as a pivot so that the structure will 
buckle and distort the uppermost and lowermost 
surfaces thereof from their normal, flat or co 
planar position to a more or less wavy form. 
Furthermore, since the structure is stiffer at its 
side edges than at its middle, the buckling and 
consequent shortening will be accentuated at the 
middle of the end edge. 
In order to prevent such buckling and short 

ening, I have arranged suitable bracing mem 
bers in the structure in such a manner that 
while they adequately perform their bracing 
function, they do not interfere in any way with 
the normal method of assembling the springs, 
While utilizing little additional material and add 
ing little or no appreciable weight to the spring 
unit. As shown in Figs. l and 5, the bracing 
means takes the form of a light wire member ex 
tending generally in a longitudinal direction and 
having the end transversely extending portion I9 
thereof arranged adjacent the border wire I1, 
being held to the border wire by the helical 
spring I8. Said spring I8 is wound about the 
portion I9 at the same time that it is Wound 
about the border Wire and the marginal springs 
il). Bent from the ends of the portion I9 are the 
longitudinally extending portions 20 and 2| of 
the bracing member, said portions being arranged 
conveniently in the spaces between adjacent rows 
of springs. 
At the end of the portion 2i) and preferably at 

right angles thereto, is the offset transversely 
extending portion 22 parallel to the edge portion 
I9 and so arranged that the helical spring I6 
may be screwed around said portion 22 at the 
same time that it is screwed around end coils I3 
of the springs it. From the right end of the 
portion 22 is bent the longitudinal portion 23, 
similar to the portion 2i) andapproximately par 
allel thereto. The portions 24 and 25 are similar 
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to the portions 22 and 20, respectively, and simi 
larly arranged, the portion 24 being offset trans 
versely toward the left and parallel to the portion 
22, while the longitudinal portion 25 is parallel 
to and substantially aligned with the portion 20. 
From the portion 2| extend similar alternating 
transversely and longitudinally extending por-f 1 
tions. 
To permit the inner spring unit to be trans 

ported and readily handled without> substan 
tial loss of flexibility, the bracing members *needj 
not be made completely throughout the length 
of the spring unit in one piece, but may be 
made in separate pieces as shown in Fig. 1_, 
being preferably confined, however, to the end 
parts of the structure, so that the middle part 
may be free of bracing members, if desired. In 
such case, the end portion 26 of the bracing 
member which is bent from the portion 25 in 
stead of continuing further, may terminate in a 
suitable hook or small loop as 21 hooked about 
one of the coils of the adjacent helical spring. 
The other end 28 of the bracing member may 
terminate in a similar loop or hook 29. ' 

Y The next bracing members 32, 34 each com 
prises the end portion 30 arranged adjacent 
and in substantial -alignment with the portion 21 
or 28 and also provided with a loop 33>hooked 
about a coil of the spring 3|. The remainder of 
the Vnext bracing member may besimilar to the 
remainder ofthe first-described bracing mem 
ber-comprising comparatively short offsets par 
allel to the axis of the adjacent helical spring, 
the oiîsets being joined by longitudinalportions 
arranged between the yrows of coil springs. The 
connecting edge portion I9, however, Vmay be 
omitted-if desired. »  ~ 

As many short offsets 22 and 24 may be pro 
vided in the bracing member as may be found 
desirable, so that as many rows of-springs may 
be braced by'a single member, as is found con 
venient» For example, in Fig. 3 I have'shown a 
bracing member 35 provided with five longi 
tudinal sections and therefore, adapted to brace 
five rows of springs, though the number of 
said longitudinal and offset portions may be 
varied at will as is obvious. ' 

. In that form ofthe invention shown in Fig. 4, 
the bracing member >4|! is provided with the 
transversely arranged portions or short offsets 
4|, 42, 43, etc., whichare joined-by the respec 
tive >inclined portions 44,« 45 and 45. By in 
clining the connecting parts 44, 45, 46, it becomes 
possible to arrange said connecting parts con 
venientlyin the space between adjacent rows 
of springs so that they do not interfere in any 
waywith the springs I0 and said springs are 
permitted to yield and expand withoutv danger 
of contacting with or having their function and 
operation impaired bythe bracing members. 
As shown in Fig,Y 6, thebracing member 50 

extends between the middle ofthe end border 
wire 5| and the side border wires 52,53, so that 
the-end portion of the spring structure is ade 
quately braced against the concaving of the end 
edge thereof. In this form of my invention, a 
bracingY wire 50 is used at each end of the struc 
ture and» no intermediate bracing wiresl are used, 
though it will be understood that additional 
bracing wires of the form shown, for example, 
in-Figs. 3 and 4 may be additionally used at 
the center part of -the structure, should they be 
found necessary. The-wire 50 comprises the 
portion 54 arranged adjacent the end-border 
Wire 5|~and held thereto and to the adjacent 
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spring by the helical spring 55. From the por 
tion 54 extend the opposed longitudinally ar 
ranged portions 56, 51. From the inner ends 
of said portions 56 andy 51 extend respectively 
the offset portions 58, 59 parallel to the portion 
54 and coaxial with and held by the helical 
spring 5|). Said offset portions are, in the case 
shown, of a length substantially equal to the 
distance lbetween rows of springs so that the 
next longitudinalportions 6|, E2 are arranged 
between the nextv outermost adjacent rows of 
springs. Similarly, the offset portions 63, 64 
extend parallel to the corresponding portions 58, 
54 and are held by the helical spring 65 to the 
pairs of adjacent springs in the next rows. The 
stepped form of the bracing wire may thus con 
tinue up to the last offset portion 65 which is 
adequately secured in place as by means of the 
bend 61 thereof hooked about the side border 
wire 52. Similarly, the other end portion 68 of 
the wire 50 may be hooked as at 69 about the 
other side border wire 53. 
The stepped form of the bracing wire pro 

vides a generally triangular brace at the end 
portions of the mattress, bracing the middle of 
its end edge against the sides and preventing 
the formation of the objectionable inward con 
cavity on the end edges of the spring struc 
ture. 

It will be understood that the relation and 
arrangement of the coil springs in each row 
may be such as is customarily'used in spring 
structures and may take any of the usual forms 
and that while I have illustrated a typical ar 
rangement of such coil springs, the shapes of 
the end coils and the relative arrangement there 
of and the spacing kbetween the rows and be 
tween individual springs of each row may be 
greatly varied'without affecting the present in 
vention. 

It will be seen that I have provided simple 
but efficiently operating means for preventing 
buckling of an inner spring unit of a mattress 
or undue concaving of its end edges during the 
process of making it, without destroying the lon 
gitudinal ñexibility thereof and that as a re 
sult, the unit may be inserted intov a. mattress 
casing while the surfaces thereof are maintained 
substantially flat and that the overall length 
-of the unit is maintained during and after the 
mattress making operations. . . 

WhileI I have shown and described certain 
specific embodiments of my invention, I do not 
wish to be understood as limiting myself there 
to, but intend to claim the invention as broad 
ly as may be permitted by the state of the prior~ 
art and the scope of the appended claims. 

I claim: . 

1. In a spring structure, a plurality of trans 
versely spaced and longitudinally arranged rows 
of coil springs, a border wire continuous and 
uninterrupted along at least one side and one 
end of the structure, a helical border spring pass 
ing around the end 'coils of the marginal springs 
of the rows and around the border wire, a series 
of row-connecting transversely extending heli 
cal springs each passing around the end coils 
of a pair of adjacent springs in a row and around 
the corresponding pairs of adjacent springs in 
the remaining rows, and means for longitudi 
nally bracing the coil springs at the end parts 
of the rows comprising a bracing wire having 
a plurality of transversely extending portions 
thereon and also having connecting portions 
joining the transversely extending portions and 
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extending in a generally longitudinal direction 
in the spaces between the rows, that trans 
versely extending portion nearest the border 
wire passing through the border helical spring 
and being yieldably held thereby to the border 
wire, each of the remaining transversely ex 
tending portions passing through a diiîerent one 
of the row-connecting helical springs and each 
of the longitudinally extending portions having 
a length substantially equal to the diameters of 
the end coils of the coil springs. 

2. In a spring structure, rows of coiled body 
springs, each row being separated transversely 
from the adjacent rows to provide spaces be 
tween the rows, a one-piece border wire, a border 
helical spring the coils of which engage the bor 
der wire and the end coils of the marginal body 
springs, transverse row-connecting helical springs 
each engaging the end coils of a pair of adja 
cent springs in each row, and a bracing wire 
bent to provide a series of substantially longi 
tudinally extending portions each of a length 
substantially equal to the diameters of the end 
coils of the body springs and each arranged 
in one of said spaces between a pair of corre 
sponding body springs in adjacent rows, said por 
tions being connected by transversely extending 
portions of said wire, one of said transversely ex 
tending portions being in engagement with the 
coils of the border helical spring and yieldingly 
held in place thereby, the remaining transverse 
ly extending portions being each engaged by the 
coils of a diiîerent one of the transverse row 
connecting helical springs, and a terminal one 
of said transversely extending portions terminat 
ing in a hook, the end coils of said body springs 
and the helical springs cooperating with the brac 
ing wire to resist shortening and buckling of the 
spring structure under longitudinal stresses 
transferred thereto by the bracing wire. 

3. In a longitudinally compressible spring 
structure having transversely spaced rows of coil 
springs joined by parallel, spaced, transverse, hel 
ical springs wound about the end coils of the 
coil springs, a border wire, a border helical spring 
yieldingly holding the marginal coil springs to 
the border wire, a bracing wire having portions 
thereof extending in a generally longitudinal di 
rection between the rows, each longitudinal por 
tion being out of alignment with the preceding 
and succeeding portions, said wire having other 
portions thereof each arranged between a pair 
of springs of a row and each engaged by the 
coils of a different one of said helical springs, 
said other portions being parallel and a consec 
utively arranged pair of said other portions ex 
tending from the opposite ends of a longitudinal 
portion in opposite directions. 

4. A spring structure comprising a plurality of 
longitudinally extending and transversely spaced 
rows of coil springs, a transversely extending hel 
ical spring screwed about the end coils of adja 
cent corresponding springs of the rows, a border 
wire, la border helical spring loosely holding the 
end coils of the marginal springs of the rows 
to the border wire, and means for longitudi 
nally bracing the marginal spring and at least 
two other non-corresponding springs of the rows 
against longitudinal compressive stresses corn 
prising a series of bracing wires each having the 
mid-portion thereof loosely passing through the 
border helical spring and yieldingly held thereby, 
a plurality of transversely extending spaced par 
allel portions on the bracing wire arranged with 
in the transversely extending vhelical springs, the 
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3 
remaining portions of the bracing wire extend 
ing between the adjacent helical springs and be 
tween adjacent rows land connecting said par 
allel portions. 

5. In a longitudinally compressible spring 
structure having rows of coil springs joined by 
parallel, spaced, transverse, helical springs 
wound about the end coils of the coil springs, a 
top border wire, a helical spring holding the top 
coils of the marginal rows of springs to the 
border wire, means for longitudinally bracing the 
structure for a part only of its length compris 
ing transversely spaced bracing wires having 
longitudinally extending portions and transverse 
ly extending portions between the longitudinal 
portions, the mid-portion of each of said wires 
comprising a transversely extending part held 
loosely by the border helical spring, the remain 
ing transversely extending portions being `ar 
ranged within and held by the remaining heli 
cal springs, there being two of said transversely 
extending portions in each of said remaining hel 
ical springs, the alternate longitudinally extend 
ing portions being in alignment with each other, 
and succeeding longitudinal portions extending 
from the ends of each transversely extending por 
tion in opposite directions, 

6. In la longitudinally compressible spring 
structure having rows of coil springs joined by 
parallel, spaced, transverse, helical springs wound 
about the end coils of the coil springs, a border 
wire, a, border helical spring passing around’ 
the border wire and around the end coils of the 
marginal coil springs, a bracing wire having a 
plurality of comparatively short transversely ex 
tending and parallel portions extending between 
a pair of adjacent rows, each of said portions 
passing through la different one of the helical 
springs, and successive portions passing through 
successive helical springs, that one of said por 
tions nearest the end of the wire passing through 
the border helical spring, and inclined portions 
joining said short portions, each of said inclined 
portions being arranged at an angle other than 
a right angle to the short portions joined there 
by. 

7. In `a spring structure, a plurality of longi 
tudinally arranged rows of coil springs, each row 
being separated transversely from the adjacent 
rows to provide spaces therebetween, a border 
Wire around the structure, a border helical spring 
passing around the end coils of the marginal 
springs of the row and around the border wire, 
a series of row-connecting transversely extend 
ing helical springs each passing around the end 
coils of a pair of adjacent springs in a row and 
around the end coils of the corresponding pairs 
of adjacent springs in the remaining rows, and 
a bracing wire having a plurality of transversely 
extending parallel portions thereon and also hav 
ing connecting portions, each of the connecting 
portions joining one of the transversely extend 
ing portions with the next succeeding transverse 
ly extending portion, each of said connecting por 
tions extending between a pair of «adjacent hel 
ical springs and being arranged in one of the 
spaces between the rows, that transversely ex 
tending portion of the bracing wire nearest the 
border wire passing through the border helical 
spring and being yieldably held thereby to the 
border wire, and each of the remaining trans 
versely extending portions passing through a 
different one of the row-connecting helical 
springs. 

ABRAHAM KRAKAUER. 


